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Nepal has for long the GDP oriented development goal, primarily hoping for rapid economic development through 
large scale hydropower, infrastructure and industry projects to be built on borrowed money from multinational 
agencies and borrowed expertise from multinational companies. Meanwhile Nepal’s own youth work in other 
countries helping to churn the GDP of those nations. Our success in bringing a GDP revolution has long been a 
matter of debate but where we have clearly failed is in unleashing the potential of our own natural and human 
endowments. Should we then start debating on how our education could be geared towards citizen engagement 
in continuous learning, elevating human productivity through training, and understanding the transformative 
potentials of its human and natural endowments? Could our education, training and scientific research be 
reorganized to unleash the fundamental potential of Nepal for the speedy advancement of its society and economy 
while being in harmony with the nature? If yes, how? This symposium aims to find answers to these questions 
through a discourse among global Nepali scholars.   
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Date/Time: 09 October 2020, 09:00 - 13:30 (Nepal Standard Time)  

Room 5: https://bit.ly/3n6ninF (958 3508 0179)  Passcode: nrna2020

Zoom Support zoomsupport@nrna.org

Coordinators:/
Moderators: Dr Uttam Gaulee and Dr Uma Pradhan    

Session Chair: Dr Usha Jha        

Time Contributor Contribution Designation Affiliation Title of Presentation

09:00 - 11:00 S15A        

09:00 - 09:05 Dr Uttam Gaulee Session 
Introduction      

09:05 - 09:15 Dr Usha Jha Session Chair Hon. Member National Planning 
Commission  

09:15 - 09:35 Dr George Boggs Invited Talk Former CEO 
and President

American Association of 
Community Colleges

Community Colleges for Nepal’s 
Economic Development 

09:35- 09:50 Amrita Sharma Contributed Talk   Kathmandu University, 
Nepal

Enhancing Employability for 
Sustainable Workforce Development 
in Nepal

09:50 - 10:10 Rajendra Khetan Invited Talk Chairman

Laxmi Bank and Prime Life 
Insurance, Nepal Britain 
Chamber of Commerce and 
Industries

Context-driven Entrepreneurial 
Education in Vocational Education & 
Trainings

10:10 - 10:30 Dr Ramhari 
Lamichhane Invited Talk Director 

General Colombo Plan Staff College TVET for Global Competitiveness: 
Equipping 21st Century Skills

10:30 - 10:50 Dr Sungsup Ra Invited Talk Director

South Asia Human and 
Social Development 
Division, Asian Development 
Bank (ADB)

Inclusive Skills Development in 
Times of Disruptive Change

10:50 - 11:10   Q&A      

11:10 - 11:30 Break        

11:30 - 13:30 S15B        

11:30 - 11:35 Dr Uma Pradhan Session 
Introduction      

11:35 - 11:55 Prof Mahesh Nath 
Parajuli Invited Talk

Professor, 
Development 
Studies

Kathmandu University
A Promise at Risk: Technical and 
Vocational Education and Training 
(TVET) in Nepal
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11:55 - 12:15 Yogendra Shahi Invited Talk Hon. Member Karnali Provincial Planning 
Commission

Youth Unemployment and 
Vocational Education in the Context 
of Nepal

12:15 - 12:35 Dr Shree Ram 
Ghimire Invited Talk Chief Agriculture Information and 

Training Centre, Nepal
Agriculture Communication and 
Training in Nepal

12:35 - 12:55 Dr Tulsi Dharel Invited Talk   Centennial College, Toronto, 
Canada

Online Learning & Teaching; 
What Benefit Nepalese Education 
Institutions can Achieve?

12:55 - 13:20 Q&A and Panel 
discussion        

  Dr Surya Pathak Distinguished 
Panelist

Member of 
Parliament

House of Representatives, 
Nepal  

  Mana KC Panelist Vice President Non-Resident Nepali 
Association  

  Ram Thapa Panelist Patron Non-Resident Nepali 
Association  

13:20 - 13:30 Dr Usha Jha Concluding 
Remarks Member National Planning 

Commission  

ICC 
Representative Mana KC   Vice President NRNA  
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Abstracts 
Community Colleges for Nepal’s Economic Development 

George Boggs
American Association of Community Colleges

Speaking with Dr Uttam Gaulee, Dr George Boggs argues that Nepal does not need to create Harvard University. Rather, Nepal 
needs community colleges and polytechnics to provide access to skills necessary to engage young men and women in the local 
economy. American community colleges are much like the nation that invented them. They offer an open door to opportunity 
to all who would come, are innovative and agile in meeting economic and workplace needs, and provide value and service to 
individuals and communities. Little wonder that they are increasingly emulated around the world and have become the largest 
and fastest growing segment of U.S. higher education. For a nation like Nepal which is consolidating its democracy, empowering 
and engaging the young men and women in the local economy is extremely important.

Context-driven Entrepreneurial Education in Vocational 
Education & Trainings

Rajendra Khetan
Laxmi Bank and Prime Life Insurance, Nepal
Nepal Britain Chamber of Commerce and Industries

The prosperity of a country is closely associated with the productivity of its citizens, and productivity, in turn, can be enhanced 
by imparting knowledge and skills. Investment in Vocational Education and Training (VET) is therefore crucial to address the 
socio-economic challenges facing a country and help make it prosperous. Thus, vocational Education and training is offered 
throughout the world to students of various educational backgrounds and career aspirations in an effort to create a skilled 
workforce. The structure of VET varies greatly across different fields and countries with high-growth, low-growth, and transitional 
economies. However, a common critique of many vocational institutions is that they focus on skills training without addressing 
related business systems. Thus, students may not understand the business strategies related to their field, which limits job 
readiness and entrepreneurial potential. To counter this, a more context-driven and integrated entrepreneurial approach should 
be integrated in vocational education and training. An entrepreneurial mind-set adds value across business, social, government, 
and academic sectors by promoting innovative problem identification and value creation Applying various entrepreneurial skills 
has led directly to observable improvement in work quality and productivity in a range of fields. Such integrated entrepreneurial 
and vocational training would more suitably address context-specific market needs via both practical and transferrable skills, 
thus helping to reduce unemployment, particularly among youth in Nepal.
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TVET for Global Competitiveness: Equipping 21st Century Skills
Ramhari Lamichhane
Colombo Plan Staff College

Human resource development is the key element for the country’s development. There are different ways to develop human resources. 
Most common ways are literacy programs, school education, university education, technical and vocational education, recognition of prior 
learning, training and work experience. People enriches knowledge, skills and attitude (KSA) from these ways of learning. All types of 
learnings are important. However, the technical and vocational education and training (TVET) is highly relevant to impart competencies 
for youth. TVET programs are well recognized by national system and society in the developed economy. But, it is struggling in the 
underdeveloped economy in both national system and social status.

While basic skills development and workforce preparation for the country are important in the Asia Pacific Region, a paradigm shift must 
take place recognizing that in order to be truly globally competitive, we must be globally competent. Educating young people to become 
global citizens will allow them to learn about the interdependence of the world’s systems, believe that solutions to global challenges are 
attainable, and feel morally compelled to confront global injustices and take responsible action to promote a just, peaceful and sustainable 
world. Global competency skills are necessary so that young people can invent a future that appropriately addresses global challenges. In 
line with other education program, TVET programs need paradigm shift to make our youth fit for global market with adequate competencies 
for global competitiveness.

Inclusive Skills Development in Times of Disruptive Change
Sungsup Ra
South Asia Human and Social Development Division, Asian Development Bank (ADB)

The world is undergoing unprecedented change and disruption arising from factors such as globalization, corona pandemic, ICT, 
growing use of robots and artificial intelligence. Such change has a major impact on the dynamics of labor markets and skills 
development. Developing countries need to bring skills development systems up to speed in the rapidly evolving context and 
address widening gap between the haves and the have-nots.  The presentation briefly analyzes challenges and opportunities in 
times of disruptive change and recommends rapid, integrated responses in the skills development system in Nepal.
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A Promise at Risk: Technical and Vocational Education and 
Training (TVET) in Nepal 

Mahesh Nath Parajuli
Kathmandu University School of Education

TVET in Nepal is often described as the supplier of the workforce for national development, a means for productive employment, 
an inclusion and equity measure, a strategy for individual enhancement, and many more.  Some data show growth is taking 
place in the sector – the number of students, programs, organizations, and activities are on the rise, and a policy hype is there.  
But the other side of the story is different.  In this context, this paper tries to explain the gap between expectations and reality.  
The paper draws mainly from some research works that were carried out under a comprehensive multi-country research study 
that has the overarching research question of “under what conditions can TVET improve the income of the youth?” and some 
other research and study reports.  The research findings show that TVET actually could never be a priority area in Nepal – neither 
from the government nor from the public.  Government investment in the sector has remained stagnant or has even decreased 
during the period of 2007/08 and 2016/17 when seen in terms of the percentage of national budget allocations.  The linkage 
between the TVET and the employment sector, one of the pre-conditions for a successful TVET, is at a very low level showing 
the concerns over the relevance and quality of the programs offered.  It has been now five years that the country has adopted 
a federalized system with the three levels of governance – federal, provincial, and local.  Unfortunately, this has only created 
problems, confusion, and conflicts among multiple actors at different levels.  Such a situation is because so far the country 
has failed to carry out necessary preparations that would include, among others, institutional, financial, psychological, and 
cultural aspects, for this new form of governance.  Finally, the paper tries to answer the conditions under which the TVET could 
contribute as expected.
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Youth Unemployment and Vocational 
Education in the Context of Nepal 

Yogendra Shahi
Karnali Provincial Planning Commission

Nepal just crossed the stage of population dividend in 2015 with highest youth population in demographic history of Nepal.  
Every year more than five hundred thousand youth are entering into labor market are basically unskilled. Huge number of youth 
in Nepal are in NEET (Neither for Education nor for Training). The dropout ratio in school is still higher. Total student enrollment 
in technical education is still low (five percent according to youth vision 2025).  Those young people often prefer to go India and 
abroad for employment. The country is still sending 74 percent unskilled, 24 percent semi-skilled and just 2 percent skilled labor 
in foreign labor market. Youth Vision 2025 had planned to reduced non-skill manpower to zero in ten year. Sending only skilled 
manpower abroad, our remittance will increase at least by 50 percent. There is positive development of reducing unskilled youth 
going abroad in Nepal but more progress is needed.    

The limited vocational institutions such as in Jumla, Jiri etc established with Swiss assistance has generated a higher input-
output ratio.  

In developed countries polytecnical institutions were established more for industrial demands. But countries like Nepal it is also 
crucial for migrant workers and self employment. As so far for internal labour market, there is already labor demand in particular 
sectors such as bakers, plumbers, housekeeping, skilled construction workers etc.  So, the demand based vocational education 
is very crucial for Nepal. 

Unemployment ratio among the graduates in Nepal is also higher particularly in general education. The employability of junior 
technician is impressive with above 90 percent whereas unemployment can be seen even among higher technicians such as 
doctors and engineers.    

The government has extablished some vocational technical instutions with foreign help but not enough good institutions. 
Some afiliated private instituions are mosrooming with deteriorated quality but expensive. Thease are also not established with 
market analysis. 

So, given the youth demography, labor market and industrail demand, self-employment target in failure situation of general 
education, the establishment of quality vocational institutions through government and private sectors is time demanded in 
Nepal.  
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Agriculture Communication and Training in Nepal
Shree Ram Ghimire  
Agriculture Information and Training Centre Nepal

The communications and trainings being two major pillars for effective agricultural extension and technology transfer covers 
the scope from personal interaction to satellite technology. The agri- extension communication modules used in Nepal are 
interpersonal, group and mass communications which are accomplished through radio, television and various publications in 
the form of sound, written or spoken words, symbols and gestures by which one's mind affects another's in various potential 
degrees. The coverage of technical service and related agricultural inputs delivery to farming household is about 20 percent 
but more than 80 per cent of farming community has been covered directly by these means of agricultural extensions and 
communication means. The established network of already existed agricultural extensions and communications from center 
to local units got disturbed after recent restructuring of state. Agriculture Information and Training Center has been launching 
the "Kisan Call Center (KCC), a program of direct phone call from farmers to Agri_expert with a toll free number every day from 
Sunday to Friday during 11:00 am to 16:00 pm. Month wise farmers free sms services being launched and already telecasted 
agri program can be viewed in you tubes.

Agricultural trainings have been practiced in Nepal to create self awareness, interpersonal skills, degree of positive motivation, 
fruitful behavioral attributes, professionalism and culture learning. Agricultural trainings in Nepal are being organized along 
with the steps of pre-training (planning), during training and post training exercise and practice. The major agri_trainings 
that AITC conducts on the basis of felt needs of agricultural technicians and farmers are Service Induction training, in- service 
training, specialized high level technical training, tailor made type training, coordination and facilitation service to the trainings 
conducted by other Institutions and special training coordination with International organizations. The effectiveness of various 
agricultural trainings has not been strong enough due to the various limitations.

Enhancing Employability for Sustainable Workforce 
Development in Nepal

Amrita Sharma
School of Education, Kathmandu University

The discourse of employability is being emerged in the last few decades. It is considered important to enhance employment, 
and prepare a sustainable/ innovative workforce for the development of a country. Relevant policies and supporting strategic 
intervention are imperative to enhance employability. However, the global and local discourse of employability is hardly visible 
in the existing plans and policies of Nepal. Although the promotion of employment is one of the primary agenda of Nepal, the 
employability- the major notion to promote employment- is not in the priority of the government. The present initiation from 
the universities and several development partners such as I/NGOs/POs are not enough but requires a paradigm shift in the 
existing way of thinking and working. With the review of the existing policies, regulations, practices, government plans from 
the federal to the local level and relevant interventions and targets of development partners for employment generation, this 
paper presents the existing gaps in the policy and practices in our objective to integrate and mainstream employability concerns 
in the education and labor systems for generating/ promoting employment in Nepal.

Key Words: Employability, Employment, Sustainable Development, Labour Force Development
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Online Learning & Teaching; What Benefit Nepalese Education 
Institutions can Achieve?

Tulsi Dharel
Centennial College, Toronto, Canada

Online or learning from distance has been a new phenomenon for the higher education in the world. Due to the Covid-19 
pandemic the whole world is seeking different approach to teach/learning system in the educational institutions. Nepal is also 
facing similar type of situation and approaching their learning/teaching methods either online or learning from distance. This is 
for sure a great opportunity to connect global education system in Nepalese higher education as well. Many Nepalese diaspora 
are teaching in many universities/colleges in different countries. As a part of the same field, I feel very fortunate to teach many 
students in Nepal on line though I live and teach in Canada. 

Key words: On-Line Learning, Learning form Distance, Nepalese Diaspora in Educational Profession, Learning/teaching 
opportunities


